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Abstract: In todays era there is open access wireless medium and shared nature available everywhere, where the Wireless 
Networks can be attacked by the jammer easily. By this attack the real normal communication by utilizing the similar wireless 
channel of legal nodes are stopped. It’s a tedious process to prevent the attack or find out the jammer location. When located an 
indication of implementing anti-jamming mechanism is applied. In account of locating the jammer attacks accurately, a 
discussion of existing attack localization techniques relating to gravitation locate algorithm (GLA) is applied. This heuristic 
optimization evolutionary algorithm on newton’s law of global gravitation and interaction follows several steps. Also for 
selecting the alternative ways Link-quality Aware Path Selection algorithm is used on finest link quality. Also various detection 
algorithms such as PSO (detecting malicious node in WSN, LEACH protocol for IoT applications, distance related threshold for 
CH selection , particle swarn optimization and several more algorithms are discussed in brief. 
Keyword- WSN, GLA, LAPSE, PSO, Swarn optimization, LEACH. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In general each and every network needs security measures that too the wireless networks undergoes many security issues as they 
are open access medium. The WSN have evolved due to wide varied accessability among various domains namely target locating, 
managing fuel, military applications, medical field, robotics and even in agriculture [1,2,3,4].The major issue in wireless network is 
the jamming attack that eliminates unwanted radio signals to stop or interrupt real normal communication among WSN. Further the 
process is done by occupying the WN channel or demolishing the protocols coupling among two or many low-end easy end shelf 
wireless devices [5,6,7,8]. By interference differentiation within the Wireless nodes the attack can be able to break the MAC 
protocol by ack indication to the channels. The attacker can initiate jamming attack from various protocol layers and even by 
different sources. When the attack is initiated the performance gets shattered on minimal resource consumption that is entirely 
projected by adversaries. The attack also leads to tremendous packet drops and and re-transmission failure, network failure again 
and again.  On the other way the Real-time wireless communication is an evolving application criteria of wireless sensor networks 
that true efficient research path. The real time and upcoming wireless sensors can be able to monitor everything, reply immediately 
to the input of the user or even manage the outer environment. The real time path are the Wireless sensor networks that enable the 
network origin delay conformed that is apt for the end to end packet delivery. 
This method involved may require a sensor node to maximize the energy of the transmitter as a resistant estimation against the 
jammer. Also, these nodes with the capacity to format their transmission energy that is highly complex and vendor-particular, 
thereby querying the applicability of this suggestion. 
 Spread spectrum methods: the Frequency- Hopping Spread Spectrum ((FHSS) and Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) 
method transmission are used to diagnose the jamming process while comparing the single frequency transmission. 
Here the wireless network jamming attacks and its solution on the previous papers are discussed below[15]. Here Spuhler et al. [16], 
states that the process focuses on calculating the packet delivery ratio from the calculated v value of the ratio. The theory involves 
the jammers detection process studying for signal synchronizing and knowledge for few bits of signal. The main drawback of DSSS 
involves reduced chip rate and minimal transmission energyof sensor nodes.  
Azim et al. [18] targeted on addressing the main issue of dominant attacked/jammed zones in an exceedingly WSN. The work 
determines the information of the perimeter of the attacked zone and uses mapping routines at intervals the zones. Eventually, the 
work determines the radius vector and calculates the purpose wherever the message notification method must terminate. As 
mentioned earlier, this approach would result in floodingwith too several broadcast messages among the packed zone. this 
could result in extreme inaccurate results because the nodes at intervals the attacked space become too clattery and it additionally 
exhausts the battery lifetime of the nodes. Several ultra wide band technology: This technology permits a node to transmit short 
pulses at intervals an oversized frequency spectrum, thereby disabling signal interception. Oppermann et al. targeted on the fine 
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arts aspects of extremist wide bandbased device networks. However, such a technological approach has limitations associated 
with hyperbolic power consumption and energy consumption. a posh system setup: a number of the systems have an 
especially complex setup and hardware dependencies that build such systems tough to be incorporated in sensible situations  
As an example, Sedehi et al. [16] targeted on electronic jamming detection and cancellation utilizing airborne/space borne 
measuring instrument equipped systems.  
The characterization and also the performance of the work depend extremely on the degrees of freedom of the auxiliary beams used 
for detection of the sender. The limitation of the work is multifold.  
Firstly, the associated ranging primarily based setup with several multiple channels can have an maximized complexness in sensible 
systems requiring high power provides. the amount of auxiliary beans to be used for the most part depends on the gain issue of the 
most antenna of the measuring instrument. Further, the choice of the degrees of freedom is considerably advanced subjected to the 
intensity of the disturbance created by the sender. 
In a wireless sensor networks the authors focuses majorly on two main aspects that include minimization of energy consumption and 
network lifespan prologing. Here the research papers describes LEACH protocol [22,24] as a basic algorithm in which several 
changes have been done relating different applications. A detailed survey of LEACH and its successors are shown in [28] 
considering four important parameters such as clustering method, data aggregation, mobility type and scalability.  
The protocol combination with the flat-based routing protocol as in Sec-LEACH [11].where a security-based protocol combines the 
advantages of LEACH and SPIN protocols improvizing the security measures of the network. This by turn increases the entire net 
researchers have modified LEACH with the representation of quadrant-related directional routing (Q-DIR) protocol to improvise 
network lifespan and constant of the network but ended up increasing the management overhead. Kandpal and Singh [13] have 
stated IL-LEACH, where the correlated data is transmitted  through a group of nodes into the virtual correlated cluster and allowing 
only one node to send data [24,25,26,27]. 
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Fig 1. WSN system Model 

II. METHODOLOGY 
A. LAPSE Algorithm 
At first, the initial particles are chosen arbitrarily from the jammer attack space. Then, the fitness perform is meant supported range-
free methodology. A series of simulations are conducted to judge the discussed rules and also the simulation results show that the 
GSA-based localization algorithm outperforms several progressive algorithms[31]. 
The proposal formats Link-quality Aware Path choice (LAPSE) algorithmic rule that chooses different ways supported the best link 
quality. LAPSE is predicated on best call Rule (ODR) and its style considers the fallible nature of the nodes whereas 
choosing/rejecting a selected link. Finally, the performance of the projected rule, LAPSE, is evaluated in terms of the network 
parameters – packet delivery rate, network throughput procedure, transmission energy, node life, and network life. Results indicate 
that the performance of LAPSE is considerably higher than the prevailing jamming techniques rejection algorithms.   
There are 2 key observations that drive our modelling of reactive and non-reactive jammers. 
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1) In an exceedingly time-critical application, a message becomes invalid as long because the message delay D is larger than its 
delay threshold σ. Thus, the systems outline a metric, message invalidation value, to quantify the impact of jammer attacks 
against the time-critical application. 

2) Once a retransmission mechanism is adopted, to with success disrupt the delivery of a time-critical message, 
the transmitter must jam every transmission try of this message till the delay D is larger than σ.  

As a result, such behaviour of the transmitter is strictly an equivalent as the behaviour of a gambler WHO intends to win every play 
in a game to gather enough fortune to realize his gambling goal of σ dollars. 
The system involves complex wireless networks to jamming attacks which may damage or cause major impact on the network 
performance [8]–[10]. The jamming issue in conventional wireless network CWN has been widely discussed considering the 
jammer performance, detection, anti-jamming techniques and applications ets..,The major two types of jammer attacks are reactive 
and non-reactive jammer. 
a) Reactive Jammer: Reactive jammers are used to prevent the target communication systems. The reactive jammer remains 

constant at time when the channel is idle. They also trigger radio signal transmission at once an activity is sensed on the WN 
channels.  

b) Non-reactive Jammers: Nonreactive jammers are unaware jammers in which they have no idea about the   legitimate nodes and 
transmit the radio interference among the wireless channel on their own jamming strategies [32,33,34,37]. 

 Reactive jammers interupt legitimate transmissions in a  more active and versatile manner than non-reactive jammers. When a 
reactive jammer feels any moving packet transmission, it can stop the packet with a managing probability . Thus, we model the 
strategy of a reactive jammer. 

 

III. PSO BASED MALICIOUS NODE DETECTION 
However, in a much ranked cluster primarily based WSN, cluster heads (CHs) consume additional energy because of further 
overload for receiving and aggregating the data from their member detector nodes and transmission the collective information to the 
bottom station. Therefore, the  proper choice of CHs plays important role to conserve theenergy of detector nodes for prolonging 
the time period of WSNs. during this paper, the approach involves propose proposal of energy effectiveness cluster 
head choice algorithmic rule that relies on particle swarm optimization (PSO) known as PSO-ECHS. The algorithmic rule is 
developed with a effective procedure of particle encryption and fitness operate [38,40,42].  
For the energy accuracy of the planned PSO approach, the system further contemplate numerous parameters such as intra-cluster 
distance, sink distance and residual energy of detector nodes. system conjointly provide cluster formation within which non-cluster 
head detector nodes be a part of their CHs supported derived weight operate.                                                  The algorithmic rule is 
then produced for testing on various numerous situations of WSNs, variable variety of sensor nodes and also the CHs. The results 
are compared with  some existing algorithms to demonstrate the prevalence of the planned algorithmic rule. 
The four stage working process of PSO 

A. The first step involves the Malicious Node finding and elimination from the wireless sensor network. 
B. The second one is the employment step, the Employment of PSO to compute Potential for all nodes in the wireless sensor 

.network. 
C. Then the next step is the clustering step. Clustering in the wireless sensor networks is followed. 
D. Then the final step is choosing cluster heads with high potential. 
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IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

 
 
Here in this analysis the jammer attack in the wireless network is considered and compared with various algorithms namely LAPSE, 
LEACH, PSO and other. Here the lifespan, residue energy of the WSN and jammer detection and anti-jammer is calculated. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this study, a review of jammer attack in wireless sensor network is elaborated.  WSN has the potential to be employed in the 
measurement and controlling applications. With the aid of WSN, the incrementing spaces could be controlled and observed long-
term data could be transferred at that scale, which is hard to achieve[44,45,46,47,48]. As wireless sensor network is used in various 
field its true fact that its open access medium that undergoes several attacks.one of the major attack is the jammer attack. In this 
survey a detailed view of wireless sensor network attack and reactive jammer, non-reactive jammers were discussed. Also the 
various algorithms for jammer attack detection are discussed and compared[50]. 
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